Atlas Muni Data

Atlas Investment Research offers a municipal bond database that allows our clients to leverage our data and research to power their solutions such as investment research, financial models, investment advisory and financial software platforms. Atlas Muni Data comes with comprehensive obligor definition, unique overlapping debt and total debt data, fully integrated demographic/economic database, point-in-time data structure, and unbiased credit score. It adds unparalleled value by helping our clients to identify the best investment options and manage the risk more effectively.

Diverse Data Sources
- Official Statements
- Annual Reports
- Bond call
- Geographic Information System (GIS)
- US Census
- American Community Survey
- US Labor Department
- Municipalities and government agents websites

Full Market Coverage
- $4 Trillion Total Assets
- 49,000 Obligors
- 76,000 Issuers
- 1 million Issues
- 4.7 million securities

Insightful Statistics
- Atlas Credit Score
- Financial Statements
- General Obligation versus Revenue
- Revenue Sources
- Sector classification
- Overlapping Debt
- Total Debt
- Local Economic and Demographic Data
- Per Capita Debt
- Debt/ Demographic Ratios

Comprehensive Obligor Definition
Atlas has identified over 48,000 individual obligors. We offer the data based on the hierarchical relationship from the obligor level to issuers (6-digit CUSIP), issues, and individual securities (9-digit CUSIP). This allows clients to model their muni investments more intuitively and accurately.

Financial Data
Atlas financials cover over 4,700 local obligors and over 16,000 issuers including all 50 states and Puerto Rico, counties, cities, townships, public school districts, community colleges, universities, utilities, highways, airports, and health care institutions with total debt amount of over $50 million and an average of 10 years of history. Financial data are provided in as-reported format and standardized format for key data items.

Transparent Overlapping and Total Debt Data
Debt amounts are categorized by general obligation or revenue-based bonds. Revenue-based bonds are further differentiated by different revenue sources. Both directly-issued debt amounts and complete overlapping debt amounts are available. Clients have full transparency to all debt amounts. Users are able to drill down the debt amounts into each issuer, issue and security.

Unbiased Atlas Credit Score
Atlas offers unbiased, quantitative based credit scores for 25,000 obligors based on 2 factor groups and 24 individual credit factors.

Thoughtful Integration of Economic and Demographic Data
Atlas integrates local geographic information, demographic and economic data into the muni database. It makes muni research more intuitive. Debts over demographic and economic ratios make comparison among different municipalities possible.

Strong Commitment to Quality
Managing high quality investment data is a core Atlas Investment Research capability. Atlas uses a proprietary data management tool to screen and quality-check data throughout the data collection and management processes to provide clients with the most reliable muni database available.

Contact Us Today to Learn More
- (630) 297-1879
- info@muniatlas.com